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Let 0 denote a complex semisimple Lie algebra and 1J a Cartan sub-
algebra of Cs3 with dual 1J*. In [6] VERMA studied "universal modules
with a highest weight" Mx , where A E 1J* . (For a precise definition of Mx
see below.) He proved that M8,,2> C Mx if A- sa(A) = na for some non-
negative integer n, and conjectured that every imbedding M,, C Mx is a
composition of imbeddings of that type . This conjecture was proved by
I. N. BERNBTEIN, I. M. GEL'FAND and S . I. GEL'FAND in [2], in a rather
awkward way ; their proof doesn't get any simpler if A is assumed to be
integral. In this note a straightforward fundamentally simple proof of
the conjecture is given for integral A, (this is theorem 3) .
Let R denote the root system of (53 with respect to 1J and (53a the root
space corresponding to a root a . Let S be a fundamental system in R.
This induces an ordering in R : R = R+ V R- ; we set R±=
Ja E
Rt
W. Let
( , ) be the inverse Killing form on 1)* ; then
b-= ev
2(A, a)
E 2, for all a E R
(a, a)
is the lattice of integral elements in 11* . Let C={A E 13*I(A, a)>0 if a e R+}
be the highest Weyl chamber with respect to S and C its closure . W denotes
the Weyl group of 05 and for a E R, sa E W is defined by
8a (A)=A-
2(A ' a)
a for A E 1)* .
(a, a)
For w c- W, 1(w) denotes the length of w. In [1, Chap. VI, no. 1 .6,
prop. 17] the following is proved
(*)
	
if a e R+ then 1(saw) > 1(w) if and only if w-'(a) E R+ .
For a E R+ , we define Ha E 1j by
2(Ha ) for all A E * .
(a, a )
*) This work was supported by the Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement
of Pure Research (Z .W.O .) .
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It is possible to choose X
a
e (SS" such that [X,, X_ a]=Ha for all a e R.
Let U(@) denote the universal enveloping algebra of 0 and U(91-)
the subalgebra of U(C~i) generated by 1 and R{_ . Let 6=
Ja€R+
ia ; then
BE~z.
For A E Tj* we define IA as the left ideal of U(O) generated by
R+
and
{H-(A-6)(H)IH E Tj}. Then U(@5)= U(9 {_)
O+
I x . The left U(05)-module
U(W)/I2 is denoted by M 2 ; M2 has a highest weight vector f2=1 +I2
with weight A-6.
THEOREM
1 (Verma). Let A, ,u e b* . Only two cases are possible :
(i) Homu(,M) (MM2)=0 ;
(ii) dim e Homu( ) (M,,, M2 )
= 1 ; every non-trivial homomorphism is an
imbedding. Moreover, there is a w e W such that w(y) =A . (For a
proof, see [6] .)
Let ,u, A E 1)* and suppose u e U(R-), u 0 0 and I,u C I x, then the right
multiplication with u in U(0), induces a non-trivial homomorphism
M,, --> M2 and hence an imbedding, which is denoted by r(u) . If, for some
u e U(R-) u f z is R+ -extreme (i .e . annihilated by R+), with weight ,u - 6,
then r(u) : M, -* M 2 is an imbedding .
LEMMA 1 . For all a ER and k a nonnegative integer, [X a, X k a] _ -
- kXk a(H"- k + 1) . If a E S and A E 1) * are such that A(Ha ) is a nonnegative
integer, then
X'('70)
f 2 is R+ -extreme with weight sa(A) - 6 .
PROOF . The first statement follows by induction on k . The second
statement immediately follows from the first .
Let QL(J_) denote the left division ring of quotients of U(R_) ; see
[3, p . 166] for its definition and existence . By P(QLM_)) we denote the
set of all one-dimensional subspaces of QL(M_) . We define a multiplication
in P(QL(R-)) as follows : GX •CqY=CX • Y for all X, Y E QL(1-), X 00,
Y00.
THEOREM 2 (Verma) . There exists a map UL : W
X
T Z
-*P(QL(Jt_))
with
(i) uL(8a,
A)=CXxca' ,
if a E S ;
(ii)
UL(wlw2, A)=UL(wl, W2(A))'UL(W2, A) .
If A e CJZ, and w e W, then M,,, (l ) C M2 if and only if UL(W, A) C U(9t_) .
In fact, Homu( ) (Mw(A), MA) =r(uL(w, A)), if
UL(W, A) C U(R_) .
PROOF
. This theorem is a weak version of theorems 4 and 5 in [6],
which are harder to prove but not needed for our purpose .
In the same way it can be proved that there exists a map
uR
: W
X
1Jz -~
P(QR(91_)), where QR(R_) is the right division ring of quotients, with
UR(8
a ,
A) =CgXI (Ha) for a e S, and UR(wlw2 i A) =UR(wl, w2(A)) . UR(w2, A) . Then
one has also for w e W, A E T * : M ,,(A) C Mx if and only if uR(w, A) C U(%_) .
If J is a subset of S, let Wj be the subgroup of W generated by the s"
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with a e J. Let Dj = {w E W j1(wsa) > 1(w), for all a c -J}, then Dj is a set
of left coset representatives of W/Wj, see [1, exercise 3 of p . 37] .
LEMMA 2 (Steinberg) . Let A E n* and S(A)={a e SI(A, a)=0} . Then
Ws(A) is
the stabilizer of A in W. Suppose A E C, d c D5() and a E S ;
if d(A)(Ha) < 0, then f(sad)<1(d) and sad E Ds(x) .
PROOF . The first statement is proved in [4, lemma 1 .18]. If A E C,
d E Ds(A), a e S and d(A)(Ha) < 0, it follows from (*) that 1(s a d) < 1(d) and
from the definition of Ds(,) that s ad e Ds(,) .
The Bruhat ordering in W is defined as follows : If w1, w2 E W, then
W1
<W2
if there exist al, . . . ak E R, such that 1(wis a
,
. . . sat _,) < 1(wls
at
. . . s at )
for i=1, . . ., k, and wisa
,
. . . sak =W2 . See [7] .
Then w, < w2 if and only if for every reduced expression w2 =
sa,
. . . s al ,
a1, . . .,
al E S, there exists a subsequence (i, i . . ., i,,) of (1, . . ., 1) such that
wl=sat , . . . sat, .
See [5, exercise on p . 128] or [7] .
Then it is clear that
(**) if w,, w 2 E W with w, < w2 and 1(s aw,) > 1(w1), 1(s aw2 ) > 1(w2) for some
a c S, one has 8,01 < saw2.
See also [7] for a more general result .
Let wo E W be the longest element of W. Then S 3 a i-* -wo(a) E S,
defines an involutory automorphism of the Dynkin diagram, which corre-
sponds to an involutory automorphism A of Ci, which leaves R_ invariant .
Then 0 : R- - N- defined by 0(X) = -A(X) for X E t-, is an anti-
automorphism . This can be uniquely extended to an anti-automorphism
of U(R_), which is again denoted by 0 . It then follows from the definition
of left and right division ring of quotients, that
QL(N-) 9
b
I-*
B((b)j
E QR(~-)
defines an anti-isomorphism of QL(91_) and UN-), which is denoted by
0 too .
LEMMA
3 . 0 : QL(R-) -
QR(R-)
maps
UL(WOWWO,
woA)
into UR(W, A)-1 ,
for all w e W and A E I)z .
PROOF . By induction on 1(w) .
If 1(w)=1, then w=sa , for some a c- S. Let k=A(Ha), then :
O(UL(wOSaWO, w0A))= 00X10()
=
4QX-a
= UR(sa, A)-' .
If 1(w) > 1, then there exist a e S and w' e W, such that 1(w') < 1(w) and
w'sa =w. Suppose the lemma holds for w' and all A e I * ; then
0(uL(wowwo, woA))=O(UL(WOW
'WO, wosa(A))-UL(wosawo, woA))=
=O(uL(wosawo, wosa(A))) .
O(uL(wow'wo, woA)) = UR(sa, A)
-
'
uR(w',
A)
-1 =
=UR(W, A)-1 .
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COROLLARY 1 . Let w e W and A e fjz. Then M,,, ( A ) C MA if and only if
Mwp(A) C Mwow(A) .
PROOF . Clear from lemma 3 and theorem 2 ; note that u(w-1 , wA) =
=u(w, A)-1 , for all w c- W and 2 E 1)z .
The next lemma is a slight extension of lemma 9 of [2] . (The proof
remains the same .)
LEMMA 4. Suppose M,, C MA and A E S such that ,u(Ha) is a non-
positive integer, then M, C Msa( A) .
PROOF . By lemma 1, there are two possibilities, Msa( A) C MA or
Msa( A) D MA . The latter case is trivial, so we suppose that Msa( A ) C MA .
Suppose u e U(L_) is such that u/A is f+ -extreme and has weight A-S.
It is possible to write X'-, .u as ul .X"la , for some ul c U(R_) and a non-
negative integer k1, which increases unboundedly with k . Hence X'-,, . uf A c-
e M8a( A ) , for some k . Suppose k minimal with this property . By lemma 1,
we have X. .X' au/A= -k(,u(aH)-k) .Xkau/A ; hence k=0, so ufA E M8a( A) .
COROLLARY 2 . If A e 1jz is such that 2(HL) is a nonnegative integer
for some a E S, then M8a(,, ) C MA if M,, C MA .
PROOF . If we set It' = wo(A), A'= wo(,u) and N'= - wo(a), then M,, • C MA ,
by corollary 1 . Because
µ'(H,•)
is a nonpositive integer, it follows then
from lemma 4 that M,, . C Ms, , (A') and hence from corollary 1 again
M8a( ,, )
= Mwos",(A') C M7„o ,,y , )
= MA .
THEOREM 3 . Suppose A e fjz 0 C and d, d' E Ds(A) . If Md(A) C Md
' (A),
then d > d' .
PROOF . If 1(d) = 0, then d =1 ; hence it follows from the fact that
d'(A)-A is a sum of positive roots and [1, Chap . VI, no . 1 .6, prop. 18]
that d'(A) = A, and hence that d'=1 ; see [1, exercise 3 on p . 37] . Now,
let d =A 1 and suppose that Mduu(A) C MdNA) implies d" > d" if d", d" E DS ( A )
and 1(d") < 1(d) . Because 1(d) 0 0, there is an A E S such that 1(sad) < 1(d),
so d"=sad<d and d" E DS(A) . By lemma
4 we then have : Md(A) C Md'(A)
and Md(A) C Msad'(A) . If d'(A)(H a ) > 0, it follows by corollary 2 that
Mdnn(A) C Md'(A) and by induction : d" > d' . Hence d > d' .
If d'(A)(H,,) < 0, then by lemma 2 : s ad' < d' and sad' E DS(A ) . By co-
rollary 2 and the fact that sad'(A)(H,,)= -d'(A)(H,) > 0, it follows that
Md',(A) C Msad'(A) ;
hence it follows by induction that d">sad' and by (**)
that d > d' .
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